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Discussion of Rajiv Jhangiani’s article "Pragmatism vs. Idealism and the Identity Crisis
of OER Advocacy"

Rosemarri Klamn
@KlamnJam

bit.ly/2OtpHIh
Try this link for #ABOERJC chat tonight
@7PM. See original tweet below.
Rosemarri Klamn @KlamnJam
TONIGHT (April 2) @ 7PM. Check out bit.ly/20tpHlh and join
@marcpsinger for discussion on Jhangiani's article on #OER
Advocacy. #OEP@thatpsychprof @DocBlom @eriksation
@margymaclibrary twitter.com/KlamnJam/statu…
10:06 PM - Apr 2, 2019
See Rosemarri Klamn's other Tweets

Rosemarri Klamn
@KlamnJam

10 minutes to #ABOERJC . Use link below.
@margymaclibrary @marcpsinger @DocBlom
Rosemarri Klamn @KlamnJam
bit.ly/2OtpHIh Try this link for #ABOERJC chat tonight
@7PM. See original tweet below.
twitter.com/KlamnJam/statu…
2 12:50 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Rosemarri Klamn's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

#aboerjc Hi all, and welcome! For the next hour,
@DocBlom and I will tweet a few #aboerjc questions
about #oer openpraxis.org/index.php/Open… 1/3
2 1:00 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

We will tweet about the article generally & then get into
speciﬁc questions that dive deeper. Use “A1” to answer
Q1 etc. Ss = students & T = teachers for this convo.
#aboerjc 2/3
1:00 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

#aboerjc occurs the ﬁrst Tuesday of each month at 7 pm
MST. @KlamnJam will be facilitating on May 7. 3/3
1:01 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

I’m @marcpsinger, dean of undergrad studies @ggu in
San Francisco, CA. New to the Bay Area. Also work with
these lovely folks @athabascau. Who else is here?
#aboerjc
1 1:01 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Rajiv Jhangiani @thatpsychprof · 1h
Replying to @marcpsinger

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

#aboerjc
1:03 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

I feel a bit like a newscaster, but here goes: in this article
@thatpsychprof looks at the tensions in the OER
movement: free cost vs. creative freedom of open.
#aboerjc
1 1:04 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Erik Christiansen
@eriksation

I am here! #aboerjc
1:04 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Erik Christiansen's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Evolution vs. Revolution #aboerjc
1:06 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger · 1h
We will tweet about the article generally & then get into
speciﬁc questions that dive deeper. Use “A1” to answer Q1
etc. Ss = students & T = teachers for this convo. #aboerjc
2/3

Peggy Lynn MacIsaac
@PLmacisaac

Free versus freedom feeds into an incomplete framing of
the OER discussion.
OER are not “free.” Everything has a cost. OER have no
fee-based usage cost. The costs are moved to those who
produce the OER rather than those who consume OER.
#aboerjc
3 1:06 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Peggy Lynn MacIsaac's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Resources vs. practices--textbook replacement vs.
innovation. #aboerjc
1:06 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Peggy Lynn MacIsaac @PLmacisaac · 1h
Replying to @marcpsinger

Free versus freedom feeds into an incomplete framing of
the OER discussion.
OER are not “free.” Everything has a cost. OER have no
fee-based usage cost. The costs are moved to those who
produce the OER rather than those who consume OER.
#aboerjc

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Agreed, though there can certainly be more or less
equitable ways to distribute the load. #aboerjc
1:08 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Please us the #aboerjc tag when replying so that you will
be recorded for posterity. Plus I won't have to switch
among feeds. Thank you!
1 1:09 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger · 1h
We will tweet about the article generally & then get into
speciﬁc questions that dive deeper. Use “A1” to answer Q1
etc. Ss = students & T = teachers for this convo. #aboerjc
2/3

Peggy Lynn MacIsaac
@PLmacisaac

Free versus freedom feeds into an incomplete framing of
the OER discussion.
OER are not “free.” Everything has a cost. OER have no
fee-based usage cost. The costs are moved to those who
produce the OER rather than those who consume OER.
#ABOERJC
1 1:10 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Peggy Lynn MacIsaac's other Tweets

Peggy Lynn MacIsaac @PLmacisaac · 1h
Replying to @marcpsinger

Free versus freedom feeds into an incomplete framing of
the OER discussion.
OER are not “free.” Everything has a cost. OER have no
fee-based usage cost. The costs are moved to those who
produce the OER rather than those who consume OER.
#aboerjc

Rajiv Jhangiani
@thatpsychprof

Agreed! The cost savings that ﬂow to students as a result
of "free" is something that is often emphasized with
advocacy. But free to use is not the same as free to
produce. There are real costs with OER. #aboerjc
1 1:10 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Rajiv Jhangiani's other Tweets

Rosemarri Klamn
@KlamnJam

A1: cost is a factor for students and institutions who want
to attract more students - is this perception or reality? It
is easier to replicate textbooks than create open
approaches to instructions. #ABOERJC
Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger
I feel a bit like a newscaster, but here goes: in this article
@thatpsychprof looks at the tensions in the OER movement:
free cost vs. creative freedom of open. #aboerjc
1:10 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Rosemarri Klamn's other Tweets

Rajiv Jhangiani @thatpsychprof · 1h
Replying to @thatpsychprof and 2 others

But free to use is not the same as free to produce. There
are real costs with OER.

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Any transmission of knowledge and practice implies
some sort of value exchange within the interaction, as
well as without, no? #aboerjc
1:10 AM - Apr 3, 2019 · San Francisco, CA
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

I haven't even posted the ﬁrst question yet. But feel free
to ignore these, because I don't need to provide too
much structure with these folks. Q1. Is the Open Ed
Movement still a “movement”? What does it mean for an
idea or approach to be a movement? #aboerjc
1:11 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger · 1h
Evolution vs. Revolution #aboerjc

Dave Lane
@lightweight

We within the both gratis and free #OER community are
committed to broadening the Overton Window so that
rapid evolution doesn't make those who feel threatened
mistake the coming change for (painful) revolution. We
come in peace, not proﬁt. #aboerjc
4 1:12 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Dave Lane's other Tweets

Dr. Constance Blomgren @DocBlom · 1h
Replying to @marcpsinger

Ok...let's start with your questions... Q1 Is open ed still a
movement? Yes I think so. For people involved for a while
in #OER perhaps it seems to be losing steam. But
movements always take time.

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

#aboerjc
1:16 AM - Apr 3, 2019 · San Francisco, CA
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Erik Christiansen
@eriksation

A1: I don’t think of #opened / #oer as a movement, but
a philosophy/practice - one that has re-appeared in
several forms throughout higher ed history #ABOERJC
2 1:16 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Erik Christiansen's other Tweets

Rosemarri Klamn @KlamnJam · 1h
Replying to @marcpsinger

If a social movement involves group action, structure, and
strategy to foster a principle over time, it would seem
#OpenEd #OER is a movement.

Rosemarri Klamn
@KlamnJam

Oops! forgot #ABOERJC A1 in reply - grrr
1:16 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Rosemarri Klamn's other Tweets

Dr. Constance Blomgren
@DocBlom

Adding further @marcpsinger is what part of
#OER...because in K-12 oer awareness is still nascent. So
not near a movement. In higher ed it seems to be
pockets of understanding which is diﬀerent than
awareness. #aboerjc
Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger
I haven't even posted the ﬁrst question yet. But feel free to
ignore these, because I don't need to provide too much
structure with these folks. Q1. Is the Open Ed Movement still a
“movement”? What does it mean for an idea or approach to
be a movement? #aboerjc
1 1:16 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Dr. Constance Blomgren's other Tweets

Rosemarri Klamn @KlamnJam · 1h
Replying to @marcpsinger

If a social movement involves group action, structure, and
strategy to foster a principle over time, it would seem
#OpenEd #OER is a movement.

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

But then, what about when it is co-opted and
incorporated into mainstream? What if the movement
wins? You can see this with musical trends, and then how
people complain about those who sell out. #aboerjc
1 1:17 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger · 1h
Replying to @marcpsinger

This is of particular interest to me: at what point does a
"movement" become successful so that it loses its identity
as a movement? And is that not a good thing? Not exactly
@thatpsychprof's question but not unrelated I hope.

Dr. Constance Blomgren
@DocBlom

A movement has an energy of change within it. So with
no movement perhaps no energy? No appetite for
change...? #aboerjc #OER
1 1:19 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Dr. Constance Blomgren's other Tweets

Dr. Constance Blomgren @DocBlom · 1h
Adding further @marcpsinger is what part of
#OER...because in K-12 oer awareness is still nascent. So
not near a movement. In higher ed it seems to be pockets
of understanding which is diﬀerent than awareness.
#aboerjc

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Makes sense. @thatpsychprof describes the innovation
adoption lifecycle—leaders, early adopters, hangers-on.
All on a pencil! In which case, innovation, as it tends to in
other situations, spreads asymmetrically and raggedly.
#aboerjc
1 1:19 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · 1h
A1: I don’t think of #opened / #oer as a movement, but a
philosophy/practice - one that has re-appeared in several
forms throughout higher ed history #ABOERJC

Erik Christiansen
@eriksation

Another way to put it - a pedagogical approach. There
are several factors comprising #opened and educators
(in same cases) actively choose an open or closed
approach #aboerjc
2 1:21 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Erik Christiansen's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Q2. Is there a meaningful diﬀerence between “open” and
“free” from a student’s point of view? #aboerjc Already
started talking about this one a little, I think.
1 1:21 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Dr. Constance Blomgren @DocBlom · 1h
Replying to @marcpsinger @KlamnJam

Yes...but as @thatpsychprof points out #OER is more than
free and is about #oep which is a set of practices
fundamentally diﬀerent from the legacy of print & educ
publishers controlling content & processes.

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

I may have been considering this more as a monolith
than as a set of (more or less) connected developments
and practices. Would that be a mistake? We seem to
discuss #OER as a single entity at times. #aboerjc
2 1:24 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · 1h
Replying to @eriksation

Another way to put it - a pedagogical approach. There are
several factors comprising #opened and educators (in
same cases) actively choose an open or closed approach
#aboerjc

Dr. Constance Blomgren
@DocBlom

Hmmm but the tech supports #oep in ways that marks a
shift to distributed content and its relationship to
knowledge creation. #aboerjc
2 1:25 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Dr. Constance Blomgren's other Tweets

Erik Christiansen
@eriksation

A2: That’s a great question. I think it does in terms of
access. I can reduce course costs by using licensed
library resources students lose access to following
graduation. But #OER allow for purpetual access
#aboerjc
5 1:26 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Erik Christiansen's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Some notes on the paper (which I urge you all to read,
as it explores these themes): @thatpsychprof uses a
developmental psych model (Erikson) to consider the
maturation of the OE movement. #aboerjc
1 1:26 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger · 1h
Some notes on the paper (which I urge you all to read, as it
explores these themes): @thatpsychprof uses a
developmental psych model (Erikson) to consider the
maturation of the OE movement. #aboerjc

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

It’s important to remember that we are a collection of
scholars and subject matter experts. We are more than
technicians. We can/should study ourselves using our
own tools. @thatpsychprof does a great job of that
#aboerjc
4 1:27 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger · 1h
Q2. Is there a meaningful diﬀerence between “open” and
“free” from a student’s point of view? #aboerjc Already
started talking about this one a little, I think.

Rajiv Jhangiani
@thatpsychprof

Even assuming OER are treated the same as commercial
texts by the instructor, in an age of leased e-texts, I'd
suggest that retention and redistribution permissions
make a big diﬀerence. But of course open pedagogy
means a much larger set of aﬀordances/diﬀerences.
#aboerjc
3 1:28 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Rajiv Jhangiani's other Tweets

Rajiv Jhangiani @thatpsychprof · 1h
Replying to @marcpsinger

Even assuming OER are treated the same as commercial
texts by the instructor, in an age of leased e-texts, I'd
suggest that retention and redistribution permissions make
a big diﬀerence. But of course open pedagogy means a
much larger set of aﬀordances/diﬀerences. #aboerjc

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Agreed--the diﬀerence between #OEP and traditional
practice is signiﬁcant, and not well-explored yet. There I
think the answer is clearer. But many students won't
know that a YouTube video is not #OER. Is that wrong?
#aboerjc
1 1:31 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger · 1h
Some notes on the paper (which I urge you all to read, as it
explores these themes): @thatpsychprof uses a
developmental psych model (Erikson) to consider the
maturation of the OE movement. #aboerjc

Rajiv Jhangiani
@thatpsychprof

Thanks for putting up with my injection of psych theory,
y'all! #aboerjc
1 1:31 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Rajiv Jhangiani's other Tweets

Rajiv Jhangiani @thatpsychprof · 1h
Replying to @marcpsinger

Thanks for putting up with my injection of psych theory,
y'all! #aboerjc

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

How else am I going to learn anything? #aboerjc
1 1:32 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger · 1h
Q2. Is there a meaningful diﬀerence between “open” and
“free” from a student’s point of view? #aboerjc Already
started talking about this one a little, I think.

Dave Lane
@lightweight

With open (unlike gratis), there's also the opportunity for
the student to go beyond the learned helplessness of
"recipient" to participant in (e.g. improving) the materials
from which they learn. Deep introspection requires
complete access. #aboerjc
5 1:32 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Dave Lane's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger · 1h
Replying to @thatpsychprof

Agreed--the diﬀerence between #OEP and traditional
practice is signiﬁcant, and not well-explored yet. There I
think the answer is clearer. But many students won't know
that a YouTube video is not #OER. Is that wrong? #aboerjc

Rajiv Jhangiani
@thatpsychprof

I'd argue that closed content can be used in very open
ways while open content can be used in ways that
harness few or none of the aﬀordances of open licensing
#aboerjc
2 1:32 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Rajiv Jhangiani's other Tweets

Rajiv Jhangiani @thatpsychprof · 1h
Replying to @marcpsinger

I'd argue that closed content can be used in very open
ways while open content can be used in ways that harness
few or none of the aﬀordances of open licensing #aboerjc

Rajiv Jhangiani
@thatpsychprof

If an open textbook is used like a commercial textbook,
does Creative Commons hear the pages turn? :-)
#aboerjc
3 1:34 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Rajiv Jhangiani's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger · 1h
Replying to @marcpsinger

It’s important to remember that we are a collection of
scholars and subject matter experts. We are more than
technicians. We can/should study ourselves using our own
tools. @thatpsychprof does a great job of that #aboerjc

Dr. Constance Blomgren
@DocBlom

Yes...self-reﬂection is part of being a professional and a
developing human i.e. always learning. #OER is an area
for reﬂection too. #aboerjc
1 1:34 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Dr. Constance Blomgren's other Tweets

Dave Lane @lightweight · 1h
Replying to @marcpsinger

With open (unlike gratis), there's also the opportunity for
the student to go beyond the learned helplessness of
"recipient" to participant in (e.g. improving) the materials
from which they learn. Deep introspection requires
complete access. #aboerjc

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Absolutely agreed, @lightweight. I often think of this as
moving learners from consumers to producers, on a par
with instructors. #aboerjc
3 1:34 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

I may be jumping the gun on this, but I am watching the
clock, so:
Q3. Should all #OER advocates become #OEP
advocates? What if they don’t? #aboerjc
1:36 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger · 1h
Replying to @lightweight

Absolutely agreed, @lightweight. I often think of this as
moving learners from consumers to producers, on a par
with instructors. #aboerjc

Dave Lane
@lightweight

And, of course, the diﬀerence between gratis and open
is just as powerful & enabling for educators... #aboerjc
2 1:36 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Dave Lane's other Tweets

Rajiv Jhangiani @thatpsychprof · 1h
Replying to @thatpsychprof @marcpsinger

If an open textbook is used like a commercial textbook,
does Creative Commons hear the pages turn? :-) #aboerjc

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

I bet that happens often enough. #aboerjc
pic.twitter.com/GVg49AMwqN
1:37 AM - Apr 3, 2019

See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Rajiv Jhangiani @thatpsychprof · 1h
Replying to @marcpsinger

I'd argue that closed content can be used in very open
ways while open content can be used in ways that harness
few or none of the aﬀordances of open licensing #aboerjc

Dr. Constance Blomgren
@DocBlom

Yes...a CC license does not mean that revisions or remix
will occur. #OER is more than the "resource". What we
call something shapes our thinking but the older term
"learning object" is not helpful either. #aboerjc
2 1:39 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Dr. Constance Blomgren's other Tweets

Dr. Constance Blomgren @DocBlom · 1h
Replying to @thatpsychprof @marcpsinger

Yes...a CC license does not mean that revisions or remix
will occur. #OER is more than the "resource". What we call
something shapes our thinking but the older term
"learning object" is not helpful either. #aboerjc

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Speaking of learning objects, we should also deal with
this. #aboerjc pic.twitter.com/rhLwtFZorB
1:41 AM - Apr 3, 2019

See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger · 1h
I may be jumping the gun on this, but I am watching the
clock, so:
Q3. Should all #OER advocates become #OEP advocates?
What if they don’t? #aboerjc

Rosemarri Klamn
@KlamnJam

A3: ideally yes to realize #OER #OEP potential for
"beyond free" as @thatpsychprof notes, and creating a
stronger connection/understanding between pragmatic
and idealistic approaches. #aboerjc
1 1:44 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Rosemarri Klamn's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Perhaps for my own personal interest, but:
Q4. What examples of eﬀective #OEP have you
encountered or used? #aboerjc #aboerjc
1:44 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Rosemarri Klamn
@KlamnJam

A4: incorporate #OEP into an #OER health
communication course - baby steps #ABOERJC
Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger
Perhaps for my own personal interest, but:
Q4. What examples of eﬀective #OEP have you encountered
or used? #aboerjc #aboerjc
1 1:47 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Rosemarri Klamn's other Tweets

Dr. Constance Blomgren @DocBlom · 1h
Replying to @thatpsychprof @marcpsinger

Yes...a CC license does not mean that revisions or remix
will occur. #OER is more than the "resource". What we call
something shapes our thinking but the older term
"learning object" is not helpful either. #aboerjc

Dave Lane
@lightweight

It's more like the diﬀerence between a dead & a living
resource... it can be used if deemed ﬁt for purpose,
improved (permissionless innovation!) if it's not, or
ignored if no one is yet motivated to ﬁx it. Rapid
evolution of resources without needless sentimentality.
#aboerjc
1 1:47 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Dave Lane's other Tweets

Rosemarri Klamn @KlamnJam · 1h
Replying to @marcpsinger

A3: ideally yes to realize #OER #OEP potential for "beyond
free" as @thatpsychprof notes, and creating a stronger
connection/understanding between pragmatic and
idealistic approaches. #aboerjc

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

I agree--but this kind of question always reminds me of
Plato's allegory of the cave. Or those people in the
Matrix who take the blue pill. #aboerjc
1:48 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Rosemarri Klamn @KlamnJam · 59m
A4: incorporate #OEP into an #OER health communication
course - baby steps #ABOERJC

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Sounds interesting! Can you say more about that?
#aboerjc
1:48 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Posting the last question now, but this one seems
appropriate.
Q5. @thatpsychprof quotes the proverb: “If you want to
go quickly, go alone. If you want to go far, go together.”
Is this possible, given the variety of contexts in which
OER functions? #aboerjc
1:52 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Hi all--we are about to wrap up. Some of you will ﬁnd this
thread in days to come: please weigh in and keep the
conversation going! Would love your thoughts on #OER,
#OEP, or @thatpsychprof (and his article) #aboerjc
1 1:58 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Dave Lane @lightweight · 58m
Replying to @DocBlom and 2 others

It's more like the diﬀerence between a dead & a living
resource... it can be used if deemed ﬁt for purpose,
improved (permissionless innovation!) if it's not, or ignored
if no one is yet motivated to ﬁx it. Rapid evolution of
resources without needless sentimentality. #aboerjc

Peggy Lynn MacIsaac
@PLmacisaac

Hmmm.. The implications are refreshing to think about.
#aboerjc
2 1:59 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Peggy Lynn MacIsaac's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger · 54m
Posting the last question now, but this one seems
appropriate.
Q5. @thatpsychprof quotes the proverb: “If you want to go
quickly, go alone. If you want to go far, go together.” Is this
possible, given the variety of contexts in which OER
functions? #aboerjc

Rosemarri Klamn
@KlamnJam

#aboerjc There may be times when individual eﬀort
(emergent leadership) may be required while collective
eﬀorts at organizational level are sought - as @Docblom
mentioned social movements take time....
1 1:59 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Rosemarri Klamn's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger · 1h
Perhaps for my own personal interest, but:
Q4. What examples of eﬀective #OEP have you
encountered or used? #aboerjc #aboerjc

Rosemarri Klamn
@KlamnJam

Alberta OER Community of Practice has numerous
examples. Connect with @mcnuttsays for details.
#ABOERJC
1 2:01 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Rosemarri Klamn's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer
@marcpsinger

Thanks all! Thanks to @DocBlom and @KlamnJam for
your help and for even inviting me! And oh
@thatpsychprof #aboerjc
3 2:01 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Marc P. Singer's other Tweets

Rosemarri Klamn @KlamnJam · 46m
Replying to @marcpsinger @thatpsychprof

#aboerjc There may be times when individual eﬀort
(emergent leadership) may be required while collective
eﬀorts at organizational level are sought - as @Docblom
mentioned social movements take time....

Rosemarri Klamn
@KlamnJam

more on A5: individual eﬀorts provide examples;
collaborative eﬀorts create traction #ABOERJC
2:03 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Rosemarri Klamn's other Tweets

Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger · 44m
Thanks all! Thanks to @DocBlom and @KlamnJam for your
help and for even inviting me! And oh @thatpsychprof
#aboerjc

Erik Christiansen
@eriksation

Thanks for hosting @marcpsinger ! #aboerjc
2 2:04 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Erik Christiansen's other Tweets

Rosemarri Klamn
@KlamnJam

Good discussion. Thanks Marc. As @marcpsinger
suggests Jhangiani's article is a great read. This
discussion will be archived by @eriksation tomorrow and
posted on our Alberta OER Journal Club site #ABOERJC
Thank you!
Marc P. Singer @marcpsinger
Thanks all! Thanks to @DocBlom and @KlamnJam for your
help and for even inviting me! And oh @thatpsychprof
#aboerjc
3 2:05 AM - Apr 3, 2019
See Rosemarri Klamn's other Tweets
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